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Symbols of the Season

Life’s possibilities. Revealed.

Learn how the many symbols we equate with the winter season are actually helping us deepen our connections 

without even realizing!

Some refer to the holidays in winter as “the warmest time of year.” Why? Energy is always around us—it’s undeniable. 

But have you ever noticed that the winter season produces a different kind of “buzz” in the air? This is not a coincidence! 

The indescribable feeling we get around this time is caused by the magical connections we make within ourselves 

and those around us. These connections are often conjured by, or manifested through, symbols that are associated 

with the winter and holiday season.

Picture the joyful feeling spread by groups of carolers singing around the neighborhood; the surprise and gratitude 

a loved one feels when they receive an unexpected gift; the warmth and adoration a grandmother exhibits when she 

holds her grandchild for the first time; the electric charge that rushes through you when you gaze up at the stars on 

a bitter, cold winter night with a thermos of hot chocolate in hand. All of these emotions are tied to connections we 

make with symbols around us.

Now it’s time to learn what this all means and how you can use it to form stronger bonds with not only yourself and 

those around you, but possibly even loved ones who have passed on. Our Advisors are professionals at analyzing 

symbols and helping you develop those connections. Inside this newsletter, you’ll find many suggestions, anecdotes, 

and explanations to guide you through this season with an open heart and soul—think of it as our version of Chicken 

Soup!

As always, have a happy, healthy, peaceful season!

       With love,

       Psychic Source

Love, light and eternal connections.

http://www.psychicsource.com/
http://www.psychicsource.com/
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Arthur x8237  Give Gifts with Meaning   
Gift giving shouldn’t be about “how much” you spend, but the meaning and thoughtfulness behind it. 
Sometimes, just spending time with an older relative or friend can be much more meaningful. If you 
receive a gift you don’t want, like a sweater your aunt hand-made, accept it with all your heart. Years 
later, when that aunt is no longer around, you might cherish that handmade sweater more than you’d ever 
thought. If you’re wondering what would be the ultimate meaningful gift for a loved one give me a call.

Seraphina x9023  The Enchanting Mistletoe
Oak and mistletoe played a strong role in fertility rituals in ancient past. The oak tree is considered 
male and mistletoe female; together they represent a perfect coupling, symbolizing divine union and 
peace. I can feel energy of a potential lover and sense how this love will come together for you. I can 
advise you on how to correct issues so you can continue loving each other in the greatest way possible 
this season.

Janax x7750  Surrounded by Angels  
The winter solstice is resplendent with images of angels—visual reminders of the angels that hover 
nearby around your soul. Their spirits can help steer you to be closer to your inner spirit.
I would be privileged to help you seek their divine guidance. Their voices are often drowned out amid 
the busy business that we call life.

6 Symbols of the Season By Psychic
Zoey

x8454How do we use these symbols to connect with 
one another?
No matter who we are or what our backgrounds, the holiday season brings out a need, deep within
to connect with our inner selves and those around us. The Advisors at Psychic Source are here to help you 
make those connections.

Here are several symbols that can help you connect with your self, your loved ones, and your past, especially 
during this magical holiday season of light:

1.  Gift Giving - Gifts are the physical manifestation of love and affection for another. Gift giving is one 
of the best ways of feeling a connection with a loved one.

2.  Things That Glitter and Glow - Ornaments and decorations can transport you back to a 
time long ago, sometimes conjuring bittersweet memories which a medium can help with.

3.  Lighting Candles - The energy produced by one small flame can be all consuming. Coupled with 
an intention, it can be quite powerful. Psychics are skilled at setting intentions.

4.  Caroling - Singing employs the sense of hearing and resonates to our very core. Sing a happy song, 
see your depression fade; sing a sad song and feel thoughts from a more somber time.

5.  Angels - Each one of us has angels who are here to help and protect us on our path. If you need 
help finding your own special angel guides, you can consult with one of our psychics. They can hold the 
proverbial mirror up to you, so that you are more able to see and engage with your guides.

6.  Natural Light – The bright stars on a cold winter’s night tell stories that are all familiar examples of 
how natural light has formed a connection between ourselves and the Universe. 

As the above examples show, no matter who we are or where we live, we’re all connected through a magnifi-
cent energy field that extends to the very core of the vast limitless Universe.

Look for more from Zoey coming December 1st to Psychic Source.com!
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Faith x9292   Angels Waiting to Connect
The Star of Bethlehem is, to me, a symbol of the angel guides—they have so much to share and reveal 
to you! When I listen to these angels during readings, the main message (in addition to their personal 
thoughts for you) is that they would like to talk with you more! Contact me to find, deepen, or expand 
your communications with your Angel Guides.

Lexi  x8036   A Year-Long Positive Energy
The magic of the holiday season is not myth or imagination. It’s the direct result of energy being generated 
by people who are joining others in manifesting the positive feelings of love, good will, and hope. The 
twinkle in the eye of a child (or adult) who truly believes in this spirit generates positive energy that carries 
them throughout the year. With this in mind, connect with a reading that fills your soul. Feel the energy, the 
holiday glow. Pass along the good, plan for the year. Share the magic along with good cheer!

Anthony x8064  Many Religions...One Common Goal 
Regardless of our particular religious or spiritual traditions, at this sacred and festive time all our 
thoughts turn to spiritual matters, family and friends, our hopes and fears for the future, and our dear 
memories of those who’ve passed on. What better time to get a tarot reading—a symbolic portrait of 
your situation and where it will lead in the coming year!?
Look for more from Anthony coming December 13th to PsychicSource.com!

Clarity x9083  A Time of Rebirth 
The coming of winter often reminds us of challenging times. But the winter is a time for spiritual 
rebirth when the darkness of the year is now overcome with a new energy and the rebirth of light. On 
December 21st, take a moment to reflect on your own year and allow a new energy to fill you; one of 
hope and positive attraction. Allow the light inside you to bring new determination for a year of success.
Look for more from Clarity coming December 21st to PsychicSource.com!

Harland x9433  Candles for More than Ambiance 
Have you ever been mesmerized by fire? This is because fire, coming straight from the elements, knows 
more than we do and subconsciously tells us how and why it’ll be okay. For thousands of years, many 
seers have used fire to see the past, present and future. I happen to be one of them. Fire is as old as 
the universe, and just as wise, so by using fire for my readings I feel a connection with not just the spirit 
world, but the entire universe. That makes me feel whole.
Look for more from Harland coming December 15th to PsychicSource.com!

Morgan x9424  Angels All Around You 
The calling cards of angels are visible. A sparkle of white light out of the corner of your eye or a feather 
that mysteriously appears. You can also hear the angels’ messages. A loving whisper in your ear or an 
unmistakable shout warning you to, “Watch out!” A voice inside your mind counseling you to reach for 
the stars. I’ve been connecting with guardian angels since I was 12 years old and can connect you with 
your guardian angels as well as the angels of your loved ones who have passed.

Lily x7782   Eternal Circles of Light
As human beings, our essence is love and shimmering light. Through the swirls and twirls of the 
bountiful light that we have access to each moment we breathe, we can connect and reconnect with 
our loved ones on earth and throughout the Heavenly realms and dimensions. The seven chakras and 
colors within our bodies are our natural Christmas Trees. Please allow me to help you reconnect with 
your heart-of-hearts during this glorious season of love and gentle reflections.

Wishes, Wisdom and WarmthMany holiday symbols go deeper than what they are on the surface.
Advisors share what the symbols mean to them.
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Add $50 ....... Get $12.50

Add $150 ..... Get $37.50

Add $300 ..... Get $75.00

Redeem promo code
525364

*Unlimited offer, for existing members only. 
May not be combined with any other offer.

Add to your account now for
a reading any time this winter!

Three days of
unlimited bonus dollars

December 7th through December 9th

Get the Season’s Biggest Bonus Dollar Offer
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